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Improving Your Investigation Mark and Grade 

Example marks to get each grade 

 

 

   Sa Sb C A Ea Eb Ra Rb 

Grade 
Mark 

Needed / 
64 

TOTAL of 
example 
marks 

hypothesis 
method + 
RA 

Collecting 
Analysing 
(graph) 

Evaluating 
procedures 

Evaluating 
data 

Review 
(compare 
secondary) 

Review 
(overall 

conclusion) 

A* 56 57 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 

A 50 51 6 6 7 8 6 6 6 6 

B 44 44 6 5 7 8 5 5 4 4 

Sa 6 - Testable hypothesis, scientific theory needed to support it; SPaG sound and scientific terms used appropriately (+spell them correctly). For Sa7, find and 
use a formula, (or a graph or a clear mechanism) to make a quantitative prediction – e.g. ‘linear relationship’; or ‘as x increases y will increase steadily’ or ‘y will 
increase more and more quickly’. 

Sb 6 - Choose appropriate equipment, explain your choice of range of independent variable (think what’s reasonable); identify most/all hazards and suggest 
sensible precautions. For Sb7, comment on the relative severity of the risks in your risk assessment and refer to appropriate documents (e.g. Hazcards) or justify 
your choice of apparatus, referring to resolution of any measuring equipment and the precision likely from readings. 

C 7 - Collect a good range of data – probably 7-10 different readings, repeated 3 times (general minimum); results must be good, so work carefully and record 
results in clear table, with correct headings and units; record exact reading you got (e.g. 7.60 rather than 7.6; 4.0 rather than 4). Record obvious outliers and 
repeat that reading an extra time. For C8, check in advance that the range or number of repeats is most appropriate. 

A 8 - Perfect graph – show all your repeats, or (if you have done LOTS of repeats) plot mean and range bars. 

Ea 6 - Say what was difficult (to measure etc) in your experiment. Mention resolution of instruments. Suggest sensible genuine improvements – kit and method.
For Ea7/8 make these suggestions detailed and explain why they would be better. 

Eb 6 – Identify outliers OR justify claim that there are none (e.g. “all my repeats are very close to each other so it was repeatable, and they are all near the line 
of best fit so the results look accurate”). Comment on both accuracy and on repeatability. For Eb7/8 calculate the range for each set of repeats (if it’s <10% of 
the average, that’s good) and suggest genuine, suitable reasons for outliers – including why that reading might have been say ‘too high’ or ‘too low’. 

Ra 6 - Choose / collect 3 relevant secondary sources (each must address your hypothesis), (other group results, from internet, OCR – one must be found by 
you comment on similarities and differences (e.g. “they show a similar trend, but exact values are different”, “both sets show the same general trend, but our 
graph levelled out towards the end and the secondary data was straight all along”). Full references (e.g. url + date accessed, names of students). For Ra7, write in 
detail about the confidence you have in the data. 

 Rb 6 - Do the data support the hypothesis or not? Describe the related theory using appropriate terms well. Look critically at hypothesis and data. For Rb7/8, 
suggest in detail what extra data could be collected to give you more confidence in the hypothesis. 

Target Grade: A/A*  
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Improving Your Investigation Mark and Grade 

Example marks to get each grade 

 

 

   Sa Sb C A Ea Eb Ra Rb 

Grade 
Mark 

Needed / 
64 

TOTAL of 
example 
marks 

hypothesis 
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RA 
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(graph) 

Evaluating 
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data 
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Review 
(overall 

conclusion) 

A* 56 57 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 

A 50 51 6 6 7 8 6 6 6 6 

B 44 44 6 5 7 8 5 5 4 4 

C 38 39 4 5 6 8 4 4 4 4 
This is one way to do achieve a B grade in the investigation (for higher grades, use the grid above to help you): 

Sa 6 - Testable hypothesis, scientific theory needed to support it; SPaG sound and scientific terms used appropriately (+spell them correctly). 

Sb 5 - Choose appropriate equipment, without justifying choice; identify most/all hazards and suggest sensible precautions. For Sb6, explain the range you have 
chosen for the independent variable. 

C 7 - Collect a good range of data – probably 7-10 different readings, repeated 3 times (general minimum); results must be good, so work carefully and record 
results in clear table, with correct headings and units; record exact reading you got (e.g. 7.60 rather than 7.6; 4.0 rather than 4). Record obvious outliers and 
repeat that reading an extra time. 

A 8 - Perfect graph – show all your repeats, or (if you have done LOTS of repeats) plot mean and range bars. 

Ea 5 - Say what was difficult (to measure etc) in your experiment. Mention resolution of instruments. Suggest sensible genuine improvements – kit and method.

Eb 5 - Identify outliers OR justify claim that there are none (e.g. “all my repeats are very close to each other so it was repeatable, and they are all near the line 
of best fit so the results look accurate”). For Eb6, comment on both accuracy and on repeatability. For Eb7/8 calculate the range for each set of repeats (if it’s 
<10% of the average, that’s good). 

Ra 4 - Choose / collect some relevant secondary data (it must address your hypothesis), could be other group results, from internet etc; comment on 
similarities AND differences (e.g. “they show a similar trend, but exact values are different”, “both sets show the same general trend, but our graph levelled out 
towards the end and the secondary data was straight all along”). For Ra5/6, use 3 diff sources including one you found yourself. 

Rb 4 - Do the data support the hypothesis or not? Describe the related theory (can be in simple terms) of osmosis, forces, reaction etc. SPaG ‘variable’. For 
Rb5/6, use more specialist terms and look critically at the hypothesis and the data. 

 

Target Grade: B  
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Improving Your Investigation Mark and Grade 

Example marks to get each grade 

 

 

   Sa Sb C A Ea Eb Ra Rb 

Grade 
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Needed / 
64 
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(overall 
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A 50 51 6 6 7 8 6 6 6 6 

B 44 44 6 5 7 8 5 5 4 4 

C 38 39 4 5 6 8 4 4 4 4 

D 30 31 4 4 6 6 2 4 2 3 
This is one way to do achieve a C grade in the investigation (for higher grades, use the grid above to help you): 

Sa 4 - Simple testable hypothesis, no scientific theory needed to support it, just common sense/previous experience; SPaG can be ‘variable’. For Sa5/6, include 
basic science to support hypothesis; use scientific terms appropriately (spell them correctly). 

Sb 5 - Choose appropriate equipment, without justifying choice; identify most/all hazards and suggest sensible precautions. For Sb6, explain the range of the 
independent variable chosen. 

C 6 - Collect a good range of data – probably 7-10 different readings, repeated 3 times (general minimum); results must be good, so work carefully and record 
results in clear table, with correct headings and units; record exact reading you got (e.g. 7.60 rather than 7.6; 4.0 rather than 4). For C7, record obvious outliers 
and repeat that reading an extra time. 

A 8 - Perfect graph – show all your repeats, or (if you have done LOTS of repeats) plot mean and range bars. 

Ea 4 - Say what was difficult (to measure, to control etc) in your experiment. Mention resolution of measuring instruments (e.g. nearest mm, nearest ˚C). 

Eb 4 - Identify outliers OR justify claim that there are none (e.g. “all my repeats are very close to each other, so they are repeatable.” For Eb6, comment on 
how well the line fits the points (e.g. “All the points are near the line of best fit, so they look accurate”). You could calculate the range for each set of repeats (if 
it’s <10% of the average, that’s good) – that helps to justify your claim. 

Ra 4 - Choose / collect some relevant secondary data (it must address your hypothesis), could be other group results, from internet etc; comment on 
similarities AND differences (e.g. “they show a similar trend, but exact values are different”, “both sets show the same general trend, but our graph levelled out 
towards the end and the secondary data was straight all along”). For Ra5/6, use 3 diff sources including one you found yourself. 

Rb 4 - Do the data support the hypothesis or not? Describe the related theory (can be in simple terms) of osmosis, forces, reaction etc. SPaG ‘variable’. For 
Rb5/6, use more specialist terms and look critically at the hypothesis and the data. 

Target Grade: C  
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   Sa Sb C A Ea Eb Ra Rb 

Grade 
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64 
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B 44 44 6 5 7 8 5 5 4 4 

C 38 39 4 5 6 8 4 4 4 4 

D 30 31 4 4 6 6 2 4 2 3 

E 23 25 4 4 6 4 2 2 2 1 
This is one way to do achieve a D grade in the investigation (for higher grades, use the grid above to help you): 

Sa 4 - Simple testable hypothesis, no scientific theory needed to support it, just common sense/previous experience; SPaG can be ‘variable’. For Sa5/6, include 
basic science to support hypothesis; use scientific terms appropriately (spell them correctly). 

Sb 4 - Choose appropriate equipment, without justifying choice; identify main hazards. For Sb5, identify most/all hazards and suggest sensible precautions. 

C 6 - Collect a good range of data – probably 7-10 different readings, repeated 3 times (general minimum); results must be good, so work carefully and record 
results in clear table, with correct headings and units; record exact reading you got (e.g. 7.60 rather than 7.6; 4.0 rather than 4). For C7, record obvious outliers 
and repeat that reading an extra time. 

A 6 - Good graph – plot average of your repeats, include a line of best fit. For A8, plot all your repeats and include a line of best fit through the middle of them.

Ea 2 - Say what was difficult (to measure, to control etc) in your experiment. For Ea3/4, mention resolution of measuring instruments (e.g. nearest mm). 

Eb 4 - Identify outliers OR justify claim that there are none (e.g. “all my repeats are very close to each other, so they are repeatable.” For Eb6, comment on 
how well the line fits the points (e.g. “All the points are near the line of best fit, so they look accurate”). 

Ra 2 - Choose / collect some relevant secondary data (it should address your hypothesis), could be other group results, from OCR or internet. For Ra4,  
comment on similarities AND differences (e.g. “they show a similar trend, but exact values are different”, “both sets show the same general trend, but our graph 
levelled out towards the end and the secondary data was straight all along”).  

Rb 3 - Do the data support the hypothesis or not? Try to describe the related theory (can be in simple terms) of osmosis, forces, reaction etc. SPaG ‘variable’.

Target Grade: D  


